
If the space between the shelf and the shelf frame is too small to �t the Side 
Panel slot, loosen all shelf hook screws, and then install the Side Panel.

Install the bottom-most Side Panel first, following the steps 
above.

Insert

Side Panel

Shelf Connectors

Read before Using this Product

Uni�ed Instructions

Steel Unit Shelf/Side Panel/Small (Two-Shelf) Gray/Light Gray/Dark Gray
Steel Unit Shelf/Side Panel/Large (Three-Shelf) Light Gray/Dark Gray

Stainless Unit Shelf/Side Panel/Small (Two-Shelf)

Assembly, Instruction Manual Retain for future reference

*These assembly instructions are for the two-shelf type Side Panel. However, the steps are the same for both the two-shelf panel 
  and the three-shelf panel.

* When using in conjunction with other parts, 
　be sure to install the side panel last.

Install the 　 Side Panel on the shelf 
frame after installing all shelves.

Three-shelf model

Two-shelf model

Remember to loosen the shelf shelf hook screws 
when uninstalling Side Panels.

Installing First (or Only) Side Panel

Position the Side Panel inside 
and parallel to the shelf framework,
and then slide down.

At the same time, slide both top and bottom slots of 
the Side Panel onto the cross bar of the shelf  frame. 
Slide the Side Panel down until the top slot on the 
Side Panel               stops on the cross bar               .Point

Point

Point

Point
Contact/stop Slide down 

at the same time

Installing Two or More Side Panels

If the space between the shelf and the shelf frame is too small to fit 
the Side Panel slot, loosen all shelf hook screws, and then install 
the Side Panel.

Upper Panel

Upper Panel

Lower Panel

Lower Panel

Install the next panel above the bottom-most Side Panel 
and so on.

Parts Checklist

•  Thank you for purchasing this product.
•  Please read this Assembly and Instruction Manual prior to assembly.
•  File this manual in a safe place for future reference.

* The product you purchased may differ in specification to the product(s) explained here. Please verify
   before assembly.
* Ensure you have sufficient space for assembling this product. Lay down a cloth or tarp to prevent
   damage to floors or furniture.
* When installing Side Panels, be careful not to pinch fingers or hands.

Read before Assembly

Caution

Unit Shelf Box
Installation

Side Panels cannot be installed in locations 
where the panel covers parts as illustrated below.

* Install the Side Panel first in locations 
  where Shelf Unit parts protrude out from the frame.

Wardrobe Bar
Hook Installation

Basket
Side Bar Installation

Basket
Side Bar Installation

The side without a hairline �nish may show 
some variations due to the manufacturing 
process. Thank you for your understanding.

Notes About Stainless Panels

No hairline finish 
on this side 

This product has removable shelving. Lifting this 
product by the shelves after assembly may cause 
shelves to come loose, resulting in falling objects, 
injury, and/or property damage.

Always remove any stored items or glass shelving 
before moving this product after assembly. Moving 
this product requires at least two people. Move this 
product carefully, with each person holding the frame 
on the left and right sides �rmly. Improper moving may
cause shelves to come loose, resulting in falling 
objects, injury, and/or property damage.

Do not drag or push across �oors. Doing so may 
result in scratches or other damage to �oor surfaces.

Caution


